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à Now	that	you	have	(or	have	not)	figured	this	out,	determine	how	to	write	a	
computer	code	to	“solve”	this	problem	(e.g.,	computer	vision”)

Ex. 1



http://www.slate.com/blogs/quora/2015/12/28/will_coding_still_be_relevant_in_a_decade.html

“Absolutely.	Not	only	will	coding	be	relevant	
in	10	years,	it	will	bemore relevant	than	it	is	
today.	However,	the	syntax	of	coding	
languages	will	continue	becoming	easier.	
When	it	started,	coding	was	about	holes	in	
pieces	of	cardboard.	Then	it	looked	like	this:	
00101010101.	It	now	looks	a	lot	more	like	
English.	As	coding	languages	become	more	
English-like,	they	will	be	easier	to	learn,	less	
arcane,	and	thus	more	popular.	And	as	
computing	systems	permeate	our	lives,	
telling	these	devices	what	we	want	them	to	
do,	and	inventing	new	uses	for	them,	will	
continue	to	be	more	popular.”



http://www.slate.com/blogs/quora/2015/12/28/will_coding_still_be_relevant_in_a_decade.html

“But	to	teach	a	computer	to	do	something	it	never	has	before	will	still	require	specialized	
understanding	of	how	to	communicate	with	the	specificity	of	a	computer	programmer,	as	
well	as	the	computational	thinking	needed	to	describe	an	algorithm.	The	syntax	of	how	to	
design	a	loop	or	a	conditional	for	a	computer	to	do	something	or	make	a	decision—that	
syntax	may	change,	but	the	fundamental	concepts	underneath	are	unlikely	to	go	away	for	
many	many	decades.”

à Some	key	conceptual	ideas	are	present	here.	Not	only	we	will	build	off	of	
such,	but	PHYS	2030	will	allow	these	to	become	a	key	foundational	
component	in	your	scientific	thinking....	



Tangent (re	downstream	“job	qualifications”)	

https://www.facebook.com/careers/resume?req=a0I1200000JXrgMEAT



Tangent (re	downstream	“job	qualifications”)	

https://www.facebook.com/careers/resume?req=a0I1200000JXrgMEAT



Tangent (re	downstream	“job	qualifications”)	

https://www.facebook.com/careers/resume?req=a0I1200000JXdHzEAL

“Strong	math	skills	are	a	huge	plus”



Tangent (re	downstream	“job	qualifications”)	

https://www.facebook.com/careers/resume?req=a0I1200000JXdHzEAL

à PHYS	2030	is	providing	you	w/	some	of	the	skills	to	pay	the	bills!



Ex. 2

Ø How	many	birds	are	there?
Ø Which	way	are	they	flying?
Ø Could	we	infer	how	fast?



Heuristic	starting	point:
Always	a	good	idea	to	have	three independent	ways	to	back	up	ideas/thoughts

Consider	a	(seemingly	trivial)	example:	

What	is	the	area	of	a	circle?

Ex. 3



What	is	the	area	of	a	circle?

Approach	1

Area	=	p r2
r

Begs	the	question	though:	
What	in	the	world	is	this	
mysterious	number	p?



What	is	the	area	of	a	circle?

Approach	2

Riemann	sums





Trapezoid method (Method B)
np= 25
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area calculated by trapz.m for 25 points =1.9971

INTexample1.m

Can	do	this	(i.e.,	
Approach	2)	
“computationally”	
too…



What	is	the	area	of	a	circle?

Approach	3

Computational	“Monte	carlo”	
approach

à Turn	the	problem	into	a	
different	one	(e.g.,	what	is	
that	mystery	number	p?)



Ex. Estimating p EXestimatePI.m

% ### EXestimatePI.m ###      04.22.11 {C. Bergevin}
% Use a random # generator to estimate pi by considering the ratio of areas
% of a circle to a square

clear
% -----------
N=1000;      % # of points to use
% -----------
figure(1); clf; hold on; grid on; 
% +++
% generate array of (uniformly distributed) x and y values
A= 2*rand(N,1)-1;   % x coord.
B= 2*rand(N,1)-1;   % y coord.
% +++
% loop thru to test if each coordinate pair is inside or out
Ac= 0;  % indexer
for nn=1:N

x= A(nn); y= B(nn);
% test to see if the point falls within the unit circle (i.e., within
% it area); if so, update indexer
if (sqrt(x^2+y^2) <= 1),    Ac= Ac+1;   end
plot(x,y,'kx');     % also plot for visual purposes

end
% +++
% estimate pi as the ratio of the areas
piEST= 4*(Ac/N); fprintf('\n estimate for pi = %g (using %g points) \n\n',piEST, N);
% +++
axis([-1 1 -1 1]);  xlabel('x'); ylabel('y')
% also draw a unit circle
theta= linspace(0,2*pi,100); xC= cos(theta); yC= sin(theta); plot(xC,yC,'r-');



Ex. Estimating p
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N=1000;      % # of points to use

estimate for pi = 3.12 (using 1000 points) 

à Simply	just	using	random	
numbers	and	ratios	of	areas



Ex. Estimating p

wikipedia (Monte	Carlo	method)

EXestimatePI.m
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PHYS 2030: Course philosophy

"What	I	cannot	create,	I	do	not	understand.”				- R.	Feynman

à Our	focus	is	on	conceptual	understanding,	not	optimization	per	
se.	That’s	not	to	say	that	efficiency	is	not	important!

“Programming	is	a	science	based	on	limited	resources;	one	can	program	
only	within	the	range	of	power	available	in	a	computer’s	hardware	and	
software.”

- D.	Kushner
(Masters	of	Doom:	How	Two	Guys	Created	an	Empire	and	Transformed	Pop	Culture)



PHYS 2030 Overview

§ Numeric differentiation

§ Numeric integration

§ ODEs

§ DAQ

§ Data visualization

§ Linear systems theory

§ Regression

§ Nonlinear system

§ Fourier/spectral analysis

§ Linear systems (revisited)

§ Monte Carlo methods



PHYS 2030 Overview: Course themes

1.	Programming/computing	skills
o	knowledge	of	syntax	&	capabilities
o	comfortability
o	debugging	(pay	attention	to	error	messages)
o	style:	modular	versus	comprehensive	programming
o	finding	online	resources	(incl.	scientific	journals)

2.	Numerical	methods
o	solving	differential	equations	—>	harmonic	oscillator
o	eigenvalue	problems	—>	Principle	component	analysis
o	Monte	Carlo
o	regression
o	complex	numbers	—>	fractals
o	Fourier	transforms
o	bifurcation	analysis	(period	doubling	cascade	and	chaos)

3.	Data	acquisition/analysis
o	measuring	data
o	visualizing	data
o	analyzing	data	&	signal	processing
o	statistics	—>	Anscombe’s data
o	compressed	sensing

Caveat:	As	time	permits
(i.e.,	we	might	not	get	to	all	this)



http://www.yorku.ca/cberge/2030W2018.html

à This is the course website and will be the main “go to” place 
for all course-related info (e.g., syllabus, slides, chapters for 
reading, exam info, etc…)  



‘Golden rules’ of (2030) computing 

1.	The	computer	only	does	what	you	tell	it	to	do

2.	Think	ahead	when	writing	code:	try	to	minimize	future	work
(e.g.,	even	remotely	archaic	code	now	will	certainly	equal	headache	later	on)

4.	Comment.	Comment.	Comment.	[clearly	and	efficiently]	

Other	tips:
Ø 'Preserve	all	'versions'	of	workable	code.'

[Caveat:	Don't	modify	someone	else's	code!	Copy	and	make	your	own	version.]

Ø When	using	external	routines	(i.e.,	code	you	didn't	write	yourself),	keep	the	spectre of	
the	'blackbox'	in	mind	at	all	time.	

3.	Stay	organized.	Find	a	style that	works	for	you



Ø Want	some	sort	of	
programmable	interface

Ø Matlab is	what	we	will	
use	here,	but....

Ø ...	there	are	many	options	for	scientific	
computing/coding	available	(e.g.,	
Mathematica,	Maple,	Python,	Octave,	C,	
Java,	etc....)

PHYS 2030 Logistics

Important	message	here!
à The	true	value	of	PHYS	2030	lies	not	in	any	Matlab syntax	you’ll	pick	up,	
but	in	the	basic/core	programming	concepts,	practice	in	such,	and	a	new	
“attitude”	re	computing



Ø Think	of	“computer	coding”	as	
learning	to	read	&	write

§ First,	you	pick	a	language	(e.g.,	Matlab)

§ Second,	you	learn	basic	grammar	(“syntax”	à CSE	1541)

§ Next	you	learn	language	and	read	Shakespeare	(PHYS	2030)

§ Eventually	you	get	on	with	your	life	and	actually	do	
something,	like	write	a	novel	or	a	FAQ	page	for	a	video	game	
(though	you	never	stop	learning	along	the	way!)	

PHYS 2030 Logistics



Accessing Matlab

Two	possible	options:	

§ Purchase	(or	‘rent’)	a	student	version via	Mathworks

§ Access	remotely	via	secure	login	(webfas)	to	York	server	(a	bit	slow/clunky)

1.	Go	to	this	URL	and	and	click	on	the	install	button	for	the	citrix receiver:
https://webfas.yorku.ca/Citrix/WEBFASWeb/

2.	Download	the	citrix reciever and	install	the	executable

3.	After	installation	continue	to	the	login	and	use	your	passport	york	username
and	password

4.	On	the	left	should	be	a	tab	with	a	"+"	sign,	open	it	and	click	All	Apps	and
add	the	matlab app

5.	Click	the	matlab app	and	a	download	will	begin.	Once	finished	loading,	
doubleclick the	download	and	from	there	it	should	take	care	of	the	rest



à You	can	(legitimately!)	get	a	
“soft	copy”	of	the	book	

Course	text	
(which	we	will	only	loosely	follow;	the	bulk	of	
the	content	will	be	contained	in	the	course	
notes/codes)









àWe	will	cover	some	of	these	
topics,	plus	(plenty	of)	others	not	
listed	here



Review (re CSE 1541)

u basics	of	computing:	digital	versus	analog,	binary
u overview	of	Matlab and	basic	format/syntax
u numbers	versus	strings
u logicals &	relational	operators
u vectors,	arrays,	structures,	etc….	(+	indicies)
u basic	programming,	including	loops	and	conditionals
u basic	etiquette	(e.g.,	naming	variable,	commenting	code)
u data	types
u data	file	input/output
u basic	statistics
u plotting	data
u user-defined	functions
u Scripts
u matrix	manipulations	(e.g.,	Gaussian	elimination)
u random	numbers
u (basic)	curve	fitting
u recursive	relations,	bisection
u numerical	differentiation,	integration
u solving	ODEs

àWe	are	going	to	start	here	and	
try	to	ensure	everyone	gets	up	to	
speed (but	it’s	going	to	be	hard!)

http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2013-14/W/1541/calendar.shtml



Post-class exercises

Ø Make	sure	you	have	a	comfortable	means	to	run	Matlab

Ø Write	a	code	to	read	in	an	image.	How	does	Matlab store	the	numbers?

Course website: http://www.yorku.ca/cberge/2030W2018.html

Ø Outline	a	means	as	to	how	you	
might	tackle	this	problem	posed	
earlier....

Ø Write	your	own	“estimate	p”	code









http://www.polygon.com/2016/12/9/13902832/you-can-play-atari-games-inside-minecraft



http://www.polygon.com/2016/12/9/13902832/you-can-play-atari-games-inside-minecraft



Let’s	cook	up	a	few	(more	oddball)	examples	to	motivate	how	we	might	want	to	use	
a	computer	in	a	programmable	fashion	to	address	a	question....

For	simplicity,	we’ll	confine	ourselves	to	the	topic	of	“image	analysis”

Note:	This	sort	of	thing	is	a	relative	“hot	topic”	(e.g.,	this	
is	the	sort	of	thing	Google	has	hired	extensively	in)	and	
leads	nicely	into	other	areas	such	as	deep	learning



Ex. 2

How	many	“bifurcations”	(i.e.,	
branching	points)	are	there?



Keep	in	mind	that	there	is	an	issue	
of	“resolution”	here	that	
complicates	matters...

Ex. 2



Ex. 3

http://www.biometricupdate.com/201612/eyelock-intros-iris-authentication-reference-designs-for-iot-device-integration



Ex. 3



Ex. 3



Ex. 3



Ex. 3



Ex. 3



à Essentially	a	problem	in	pattern	recognition	(e.g.,	computer	vision)

Ex. 3 (cont. re “Search & Find”)



Ex. 3 (cont. re “Search & Find”)



'#ffir#
Y. -.;-'&,,#|m,:lL*"*d ",*^-,';*n;:!.f,

.*\oY,* .{i(e-J."ilt_l_a
"la.'.fu: Wl---l|-V,
. .?.L_;:.;-zf,ir;".--r, r , --";F'KY"

i*,ffi*:ss#-::ffi

olh\:

"L':;rffi':;iI
s"+. \v'1. lt

Ex. 3 (cont. re “Search & Find”)



'#ffir#
Y. -.;-'&,,#|m,:lL*"*d ",*^-,';*n;:!.f,

.*\oY,* .{i(e-J."ilt_l_a
"la.'.fu: Wl---l|-V,
. .?.L_;:.;-zf,ir;".--r, r , --";F'KY"

i*,ffi*:ss#-::ffi

olh\:

"L':;rffi':;iI
s"+. \v'1. lt

à Desired	item	is	different	than	the	‘template’	(or	kernel)

Ex. 3 (cont. re “Search & Find”)



Ex. 3 (cont. re “Search & Find”)

To	further	illustrate	how	hard	this	
sort	of	“problem”	is...

“This,	being	quite	a	task	(and	not	
one	easily	delegated	to	
automatic	optical-recognition	
systems),	was	carried	out	in	part	
by	a	bunch	of	120,000	
enthusiastic	amateurs.”

“An	atlas	of	where	proteins	are	
found	in	cells	will	help	work	out	
what	they	do”



Aside: Deep Learning

The	cover	of	the	January	28,	2016	
issue	of	Nature,	which	features	
Google’s	groundbreaking	AI	
research.

Ø Machine	learning
Ø Neural	networks
Ø “Deep	learning”

http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap6.html

Note:	This	stuff	is	beyond	the	scope	of	PHYS	2030



à Empty	bulletin	board

Ex. 4

“the	staple	problem”
à An	easier	challenge?



Ø How	many	staple	are	there?

Ø Distribution	of	angles?

Ø How	to	write	a	code	to	
objectively	measure	such?

Ex. 4





Aside

àMore	details	later	in	when	we	deal	w/	“DAQ”



http://interface.khm.de/index.php/lab/interfaces-advanced/theremin-as-a-capacitive-sensing-device/



Review (re CSE 1541)

http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2013-14/W/1541/calendar.shtml

u basics	of	computing:	digital	versus	analog,	binary
u overview	of	Matlab and	basic	format/syntax
u numbers	versus	strings
u logicals &	relational	operators
u vectors,	arrays,	structures,	etc….	(+	indicies)
u basic	programming,	including	loops	and	conditionals
u basic	etiquette	(e.g.,	naming	variable,	commenting	code)
u data	types
u data	file	input/output
u basic	statistics
u plotting	data
u user-defined	functions
u Scripts
u matrix	manipulations	(e.g.,	Gaussian	elimination)
u random	numbers
u (basic)	curve	fitting
u recursive	relations,	bisection
u (basic)	numerical	differentiation,	integration
u (basic)	solving	ODEs



Review (re CSE 1541)

http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2013-14/W/1541/calendar.shtml



Review (re CSE 1541)

http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2013-14/W/1541/calendar.shtml



Review (re CSE 1541)

http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2013-14/W/1541/calendar.shtml



Review (re CSE 1541)

http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2013-14/W/1541/calendar.shtml



Review (re CSE 1541)

http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2013-14/W/1541/calendar.shtml



Review (re CSE 1541)

http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2013-14/W/1541/calendar.shtml



Ex. 4 “staple problem” REDUX

à As	an	aside,	we’ll	outline	a	“blackbox”	
method	that	makes	use	of	Matlab’s
“toolboxes” (something	you	may	or	may	not	have	
access	to)

Image	Processing	Toolbox
https://www.mathworks.com/help/images/exa
mples.html



Ex. 4 “staple problem” REDUX

https://www.mathworks.com/help/images/examples/correcting-nonuniform-illumination.html



Ex. 4 “staple problem” REDUX

https://www.mathworks.com/help/images/examples/correcting-nonuniform-illumination.html

à Now	up	to	this	point,	the	underlying	
“computations”	are	relatively	straight-
forward.	But	things	are	about	to	get	
mysterious...



Ex. 4 “staple problem” REDUX

https://www.mathworks.com/help/images/examples/correcting-nonuniform-illumination.html

à Beware	the	mysterious	“blackbox”	at	work	here!!


